Study Tips from the Time

Establish a regular time
Treat distance learning like an in-person course—when will you listen to recorded lectures if the course is taught asynchronously.

Use your time wisely
Create a weekly study plan and a daily to-do list.

Review
Take time on Sunday to review your plan for the upcoming week.

Take a study break
when needed.

Goals
Write down goals short and long-term goals for each class.

Check off goals
as you achieve them.
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Resources
Identify and utilize available resources to help you succeed.

Accountability meetings
Consider partnering with someone you know online for weekly accountability meetings.

Compare behaviors to outcome
Compare your learning behaviors to your outcomes on graded assignments.

Ask for help
Do not be afraid to ask faculty for help.

Coach or a tutor
Would an academic coach or a tutor be helpful?

Seek help
from the Miller Academic Center if you need help to improve.